Bill and Brenda Galloway Endowment for Education

PCF’s Education Grants support programs that serve kids in PUSD. The Galloway’s endowment will add to these grants.

Bill’s parents moved to Pasadena to pursue a better life when he was 14. After Bill married Brenda, the couple settled in Pasadena, and almost 50 years later, agree there is no place they would rather live. They marvel at the number of non-profits doing good work. “There is a strong sense of community and people really get involved,” says Bill.

The Galloways recently purchased the Freeman House, an historic landmark in the City where they have already hosted an event for Pasadena Heritage. Bill and Brenda are involved in both local and national philanthropic work and travel for pleasure and for philanthropic commitments.

Bill likes and collects fast cars so they travel annually to Monterey Car Week to see the classic car race. Brenda served the Tournament of Roses as one of over 900 volunteers, and she works with an organization that helps children in foster care. The Galloways are collectors of art and are generous to arts organizations. Bill serves on the Board of the Pasadena Museum of California Art and the newly opened National Museum of African American History and Culture in Washington, D.C., and was recently appointed to the Smithsonian National Board of Regents. They also support the Pasadena Playhouse.

Hal and Marguerite Hennacy Endowment

Hal and Marguerite Hennacy met at Stanford University. After they married in the garden of Marguerite’s parents’ home, the Hennacys settled in her hometown, Pasadena. Hal joined his father-in-law in the insurance business. As their family grew to include four children, so did their need for a bigger home. They eventually bought the family home from her parents where Marguerite had lived from the age of 10 years old. Now after 63 years of marriage, the home is filled with cherished memories.

In addition to raising their children, Hal and Marguerite became very active in community life. Their involvements are too many to list. A highlight of Hal’s includes his 20-year Board service to the Convalescent Aid Society. Marguerite was involved in many different organizations.

The Hennacy Endowment is unrestricted and supports “many of the organizations we have cared about and supported through the years here in Pasadena.”

continued on page 4
$3 MILLION ENDOWMENT WILL SUPPORT WESTMINSTER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN PASADENA

In 1970, the construction of the 210 Freeway caused the demolition of over 1,000 residences, resulting in a significant loss of affordable housing. To address this problem, the Westminster Presbyterian Church provided the seed money to establish a non-profit, the Westminster Housing Group I (WHG-I). The goal was “to provide housing for lower income families and those displaced by urban renewal, or as a result of governmental action, or major disaster, where no adequate housing exists for such groups.” To fulfill this mission, the WHG-I opted to own, and have a professional property management company operate, low-to-moderate income multi-family housing, purchasing two apartment complexes.

In 2014, 44 years later, the mortgages had been paid off. The WHG-I Trustees decided to find new ownership and management, and to dissolve their non-profit. Under a HUD-approved sale, the complex was sold to a Southern California non-profit. The terms of the sale guaranteed that it would remain affordable housing for the next twenty years. Escrow closed in 2015.

In 2016, WHG-I Trustees then developed a plan for the disbursement of assets. The Pasadena Community Foundation is pleased and honored to have been selected to receive a portion of those assets, creating a $3 million endowment. The fund will support the Westminster Presbyterian Church in Pasadena, an iconic building with its majestic French gothic cathedral. If someday the church is no longer operating as an independent entity, the funds will be used to support organizations providing low-income housing or services to the homeless in the San Gabriel Valley.

Women At Work recently added $14,000 to their endowment at PCF.

They found a solution — to partner with the Pasadena Community Foundation (PCF). With some funds remaining following the closing of the center, the Board seeded an endowment fund with PCF, the Women At Work Endowment, with the renewed mission to “support organizations that help women with challenging circumstances achieve sustainable employment.” The Board will remain as advisors to the fund and award grants to other non-profit organizations with a mission similar to that of Women At Work. Through this fund, loyal donors to Women At Work may continue to help women by supporting the mission of the fund.
ENDURING HEROES MEMORIAL

The Pasadena Community Foundation proud to introduce The Enduring Heroes Memorial. This beautiful bronze monument of a soldier triumphantly holding the American flag, will be erected at the gateway to Pasadena and will pay permanent tribute to fallen warriors from the greater Pasadena area who lost their lives fighting the War on Terror since 9/11/2001. For the past two years, a committed group of dedicated volunteers, including Pasadena-area Gold Star families (those who have lost a son or daughter in Iraq or Afghanistan) have worked tirelessly to bring this gift to our city to honor our local hometown military heroes, and all who serve.

Noted local sculptor Christopher Slatoff brings unparalleled artistry and skill to the creation of this monument. The completed piece, destined to be a prominent Pasadena landmark, will be installed in May 2017 in the aptly named Defenders Parkway at the corner of Orange Grove and Colorado Boulevards.

The ongoing commitment of the Enduring Heroes Committee is to recognize any future local fallen warrior, and to foster gratitude for our Armed Service Members.

PCF is pleased to be the fiscal sponsor for the fundraising effort to create the memorial and to manage the Enduring Heroes Memorial Endowment which will maintain it.

The monument, sculpted in clay, will soon leave for the foundry to be cast in bronze.

YES, VIRGINIA, THERE IS A SANTA CLAUS!

The Yes, Virginia Fund was established in 1994 at PCF to help address the needs of children in our community. Taking its name from Virginia O’Hanlon’s 1897 letter to the editor of the New York Sun which elicited the famous response, “Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He exists as certainly as love and generosity....”

The fund provides grants to local non-profit agencies in the Pasadena area for toys, books, and special experiences during the holiday season. The Yes, Virginia Committee, chaired by Diana Rafeefie-Nofal, held the third annual Classy & Sassy luncheon in November. From the event and generous donations by loyal supporters, we hope to raise over $40,000 by year end.

2016 Yes, Virginia Grantees:

- Boys & Girls Clubs Pasadena
- ChapCare
- Door of Hope
- Elizabeth House
- Flintridge Center
- Friends Outside in LA County
- Harambee Ministries
- Impact House
- LINKS Mentoring
- Mother’s Club
- Professional Child Development Associates
- Treasure Little Children
In 2015, PCF launched the Be 1 in 100 Campaign. Our goal was to grow our Endowment Builders to 100 by the end of 2016. We are pleased to announce that due to the generosity of those who love Pasadena, we added 26 new funds and reached our goal, ahead of schedule in June, 2016. Congratulations to those who have established an endowment for Pasadena. Your hometown legacy will forever contribute to the support of local nonprofits through PCF’s grant making programs. Thank you!

**Galloway, continued from page 1**

Brenda is a member of the Pasadena Art Alliance.

Education is also a high priority for them. Bill attended both John Muir High School and PCC; the Galloways endowed the Galloway Plaza, the first facility at Pasadena Community College named for an African American. So when they established the Bill and Brenda Galloway Endowment for Education at the Pasadena Community Foundation, they chose to support K-12 education in our public schools. Brenda says, “We know the team at PCF understands the needs of our community.”

**Hennacy, continued from page 1**

through the years including the Huntington Library, the Scripps Home, the Assistance League, the Girls Club, Rosemary’s Cottage and Stanford Women’s Club.

As loyal supporters of the Pasadena Community Foundation, in 2016 they decided to become one of PCF’s Endowment Builders. “The endowment creates a lasting legacy that will help so many of the local organizations we have cared about and supported through the years,” says Marguerite.

PCF is proud to have the Galloways and Hennacys as Endowment Builders. Their endowments, along with the 100 listed on this spread, provide the funds for PCF’s local grant program.

---

**The BE 1 IN 100 Campaign**

In 2015, PCF launched the Be 1 in 100 Campaign. Our goal was to grow our Endowment Builders to 100 by the end of 2016. We are pleased to announce that due to the generosity of those who love Pasadena, we added 26 new funds and reached our goal, ahead of schedule in June, 2016. Congratulations to those who have established an endowment for Pasadena. Your hometown legacy will forever contribute to the support of local nonprofits through PCF’s grant making programs. Thank you!

**20**

01 Louis & Marion Webb Endowment
02 William J. Prisk Endowment
03 Rena J. Bruce Endowment
04 Katherine Mason Endowment
05 Lucille R. Roseman Endowment
06 Ralph M. & Margaret K. Norrington Youth Endowment
07 Joseph W. Barta Endowment
08 Helen Wilfong Endowment
09 Helen B. Lockett Endowment
10 Rebecca R. Anthony Endowment for Needy & Underprivileged Youth
11 Dorothy I. Stewart Endowment
12 John & Lucille Crumb Medical Research Endowment
13 Loren G. Mills Endowment
14 Margaret L. Amos Endowment
15 Cornelia L. Eaton Endowment for Assistance to the Elderly
16 Ella C. Price Endowment for Disabled Children
17 Live Orchestral Music Endowment
18 Virginia Krueger Endowment
19 Dorothy J. Phillips Endowment
20 O.K. Earl Endowment

21 Bernard & Mary Johnson Endowment
22 Pitzer Family Endowment
23 Jean Hubbard Endowment
24 Fred & Jean Felberg Endowment
25 Sterling Pile Endowment
26 James Gamble Endowment
27 Philip V. & Sara Lee Swan Endowment
28 John & Linda Selter Endowment
29 Maria Antonia Niven Endowment
30 Peggy Phelps Endowment
31 Dorothy Avakian Endowment
32 Schneickert-Otamura Endowment
33 Carl & Lynn Cooper Endowment
34 H. Diane Scott Endowment
35 Nancy Nash Beckham Endowment for Hunger
36 Betty Jean Ho Endowment
37 John & Shirley Thomas Endowment
38 Al & Rose Marie Lowe Endowment
39 Bob & Maureen Carlson Endowment
40 William T. Reynolds Endowment

---

**Patti Beckham Healy & Barbara Beckham**
ACHES ITS GOAL!  

60  
41 Wendy Munger & Leonard Gumport Endowment  
42 George & Maggie Jagels Family Endowment  
43 Eleven Twenty Seven Endowment, Temo Arjani  
44 Sid & Betsy Tyler Endowment  
45 Judith Gain Endowment  
46 Gail & Gwen Babcock Endowment  
47 G. Arnold & Gretl Mulder Endowment  

61 John & Jennith Knox Family Endowment  
62 Margaret Leong Checca Endowment for the Arts  
63 Hall Family Endowment for the Community  
64 Matthew & Jennifer DeVoll Endowment for the Environment  
65 Philip A. Swan Endowment  
66 Jim & Joan Caillouette Endowment for the Arts  
67 Ann Dobson Barrett & Olin Barrett Endowment for Arts & Culture  
68 Joel & Jill Sheldon Endowment  
69 Luke & Allyson Copeland Endowment for Education  
70 Anonymous Arts Endowment  
71 Tyson & Hagopian Family Endowment  

90 Hal & Marguerite Hennacy Endowment  
91 Clifford Swan Investment Counselors Education Endowment  
92 Phyllis & David Crandon Endowment for Arts & Culture  
93 Cynthia P. Rosedale Endowment  
94 Glenn & Carol Pomerantz Endowment for Education  
95 Helen & John Deverell Endowment  
96 Brenda & Bill Galloway Education Endowment  
97 Stephanie Fox Endowment  
98 Opel Family Endowment  
99 Fedde Endowment for Disabled Youth  
100 Kimberly Ebner Endowment  

Glenn & Carol Pomerantz

Chanel Burneo & Judith Truman Hoag

Michelle Tyson and family

Judy Wilson and Kim Ebner
Alex has been a Pasadena resident for the last five years, while his wife, Katie Rothenberg Wei, was born and raised in the community. “Katie and I came back to Pasadena to begin the journey of raising our two children, Oliver (4½) and Lily (2)” said Alex. “Pasadena has a small town feel, like my home town of Princeton, New Jersey, where, if you are willing to become involved, a difference can be made.”

Both Alex and Katie come from families who are actively engaged with a number of community organizations. Alex wanted to continue that tradition and teach his children, by example, the importance of being involved in the community. He reached out to Fran Scoble, a good family friend, and asked how he might be able to make an impact locally. Fran, a PCF Board member, suggested there might be an opportunity for Alex at the Foundation.

Pasadena has a small town feel, like my home town of Princeton, New Jersey, where, if you are willing to become involved, a difference can be made.

“I looked into the work done by the team at the Pasadena Community Foundation, and I saw how it supports so many of the local crucial non-profit organizations. What I see in the Board and staff at the Foundation is a group of people who want to better Pasadena,” said Alex. “It is an honor to have been asked to join the Board and contribute to the organization. I hope to inspire others in my generation to give back by getting involved with philanthropic organizations in Pasadena.”

Alex received his BA in Art History from Vassar College and is an Art Director for motion pictures and television commercials. He recently completed the upcoming Fox Searchlight biopic, Battle of the Sexes, about the 1973 tennis match between Billie Jean King and Bobby Riggs. He is also the President of Road Ahead, a production vehicle and equipment rental company.

Sandra Ell brings significant financial expertise to the Pasadena Community Foundation along with a passion to make Pasadena a stronger community.

Sandra spent 25 years at the California Institute of Technology. In 1998, she was appointed as Chief Investment Officer for Caltech’s Board of Trustees and served until the end of 2010. She managed over $2 billion in investment funds and the university’s real estate portfolio. Before joining Caltech, Sandra was an auditor at the IRS and the U.S. General Accounting Office, providing audit and investigative services to Congress. Sandra is a C.P.A.

Sandra grew up in Pasadena, and moved to Italy in the 1970s, where her son Carlo was born. She returned to the U.S. and has lived in Pasadena for the past 38 years. “I started my involvement with philanthropic organizations with the Tournament of Roses, where I was actively engaged for 15 years.” Currently, Sandra serves on the Finance Committee of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, and is Chair of the Finance Committee and Co-Chair of the Investment Committee at the Pasadena Armory Center for the Arts.

Judy Wilson, PCF Development Director and long-time friend, invited Sandra to a number of PCF events over the last few years. Earlier this year, Sandra was invited to join the Board. “I am happy to help however I can to continue the strong financial stability of the Foundation,” said Sandra. “I look forward to partnering with the other amazing Board members. It is a genuine honor to be part of such a prestigious team of people.”

Sandra’s son Carlo and daughter-in-law live in Arcadia and have two teenage daughters. “I love spending time with my two granddaughters,” said Sandra. “They are wonderful girls and I love every minute I spend with them.”
Dan Maljanian is delighted to join the staff of the Pasadena Community Foundation as Director of Development, following the retirement of Judy Wilson. Dan joins the team after serving with such Pasadena mainstays as Convalescent Aid Society, the Los Angeles Children’s Chorus, and HMRI, all of which have received grants from PCF in recent years.

Having applied for and received PCF’s generous grants while at other nonprofits, Dan knows the crucial impact that PCF makes throughout the Pasadena community, and he is thrilled to direct his fundraising efforts toward expanding PCF’s ability to give more grants each year. He also looks forward to spreading the word that PCF can partner with individual donors and local foundations to help them achieve their philanthropic goals through PCF’s many fund options.

Dan grew up in Arcadia and graduated summa cum laude in economics from UCLA. He received his JD (law) and MBA (business) degrees from the University of California, Berkeley, where he was also an exchange student to Harvard Law School for a year. Dan and his wife Patrice reside in Altadena with their three children: Adriana (17), Aram (15) and Avedis (12).

In his leisure time, Dan enjoys travel, fine dining and singing tenor in his church’s choir. He is a member of the Greater Los Angeles Chapter of the Association of Fundraising Professionals, and serves on its Board of Directors.

Last June, PCF awarded grants to 34 organizations at the Local Heroes Breakfast, where community members gathered to celebrate the work of local non-profits. This fall, PCF celebrated 20 years of Fellows and honored Legacy Society members and Endowment Builders. PCF also announced a new $6 million endowment, the Pasadena Child Health Foundation which represents the largest gift in PCF’s history.
PCF ADDS CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITIES TO ITS SERVICES

The Pasadena Community Foundation has brought together a consortium of non-profit agencies to enable them to provide Charitable Gift Annuities to their dedicated donors.

Donors can now make a generous gift to their favorite Pasadena area non-profit, while providing a secure, fixed income for life. Gifts of cash or stock can be made to the Pasadena Community Foundation (PCF) and designated to a participating organization. The non-profit would then receive an immediate grant. In return, PCF will make payments to the donor, which are guaranteed for life.

To qualify for a Charitable Gift Annuity, you must be 65 years of age or older and your gift must be a minimum of $10,000. To find out more about this opportunity, please contact Dan Maljanian at 626-796-2097, x8.

FRIENDS & FELLOWS
20TH ANNIVERSARY

PCF has Another Reason to Celebrate

Dave Beringer and Gloria Pitzer, both founding fellows in 1996, are co-chairing this year’s annual Friends & Fellows campaign. Please consider a gift to support PCF!